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Passivity of Iron.--(!oneentrated or fuming nitric acid does not 
corrode iron; on the contrary, when iron is <lipped into it it acquires 
the singular property of resisting the attacks of diluted acid. The 
finning acid is said t<) render the ir<)n passive. Dumas first called 
attention to this tltet in his lectures. It ~nLs afterwards tudied by 
the elder Becquerel, de la Rive and others, who ottbred various hypo- 
theses to account br the phenomenon. It  was commmlly thought that 
a film formed <m the surface of the metal, consisting either of an oxide 
,or of an insoluble nitrate, which constituted a sort of varnish and thus 
prevented any fnrther attack. L. Vttrenne has fbuud that the passivity 
depends in great measure upon the degree of condensation i  the metal, 
but that in all cases it may be overcome by shocks, and even by 
extremely t?eble vibrations which are excited by the action of an 
deetro-magnet. Moreover, a current of gas, even though very feet)le, 
usually destroys the passivity. Varenne finally concluded that the 
phenomenon was entirely due to a gaseous fihn on the surfhee of the 
metal, and his belief was confirmed by tlu<ling that tim passivity erased 
entirely in vacuum. He thinks that the fihn consists principally of 
gaseous nitric oxide. He l)roposes t(} extend his researches, in order to 
lind what are tim causes which lead to the fornmtion of the fihn, and 
what iS the lmture of the influences which afterwards maintain its 
adherence. A~.  <le Chim. et de Phys. ('. 
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EXPEPIMENTS ()N THE ~TREN(;,TII OF ~VR()UGHT [RON AND ()F Cf[AIN 
CABLES By Commander L. A. Beardslee, U.S.N. ;  revised and 
abridged by Win. Kent, M.E.  John Wiley & Son, New York. 
1879. 8vo, pp. 11.9. 
This very valual)l'e work comprises the derails of experimental 
inquiry into the physical and chemical properties of rolled iron, esl)e- 
dally as relates to cable iron, being a portion of the report to the 
United States Government of the Board appointed to test iron, steel 
and other metals. I t  is scarcely possible to overrate its usethlness as 
a guide tbr future investigations or tbr the correct determination 
of the properties of iron tbr the purposes immediately considered, or 
other practical application. The abridgement of" the full report is 
restricted in the main and in all essential regards to the omission of 
